
Luxury Taormina Mount Etna Hotel Suite Details

PID : 1439

Price : 582 USD

Bedrooms : 2

Sleeps : 4

Baths : 2

Country : Italy

Region : Sicily

Town : Taormina

Description

Each room of Villa Angela is filled with an authentic Sicilian atmosphere, in perfect harmony with

the fascinating dimensions of the location. With chestnut and wrought iron furniture, the rooms of

this striking hotel in Taormina offer guests the experience of being in a luxurious Sicilian

home. Features DescriptionEach detail has been carefully chosen: from the materials used for the

floors to the natural fiber fabrics, from the ceramic ornaments to the pictures on the walls,

representing different aspects of life in Taormina. Each room has a spacious terrace overlooking

NaxosBay and Mount Etna and guests can have breakfast or dinner on the terrace while enjoying

the splendid "eternal spring" climate. The rooms are on three floors, each of which is characterized

by a different color and name: shades of yellow for the "Ionio", orange for the "Mediterraneo" and

red for the "Tirreno".Surrounding DescriptionEach morning guests can discover the typical flavors

of Sicily with our rich and natural buffet breakfast, while guests can relax by sipping a drink on the

terrace and admiring the splendid panoramic view of Mount Etna. Our terrace-solarium is ideal to

enjoy beautiful days of sunshine while relaxing totally and swimming in our open pool. Ristorante

Villa Angela, the in-house restaurant of Hotel Villa Angela, invites you to join us for the kind of

dinner that symbolizes the finest of Sicilian cuisine. Over the centuries, Taormina has charmed

writers and artists seduced by its history, nature and the refreshing climate due to its external

spring. Villa Angela is located in an ideal position to discover the city and to enjoy the infinite

beauty of the area, overlooking the crystal-like Ionian Sea and Mount Etna.Nearby Attractions

Description

Rental Conditions

Prices

Low season : 582   USD

Normal : 582 USD

High season :   582 USD

To see more details please click Internet Villa Holidays.com
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